As the Indian blogosphere comes of age, Yuva profiles a few bloggers who've followed their passion and carved a niche for themselves, writes BHAVIKA JHAVERI

THE INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVE
In the US, Europe and other
countries, blogging is a serious
profession and commands
huge respect. It's a much more
organised field with blogs
based on almost anything
under the sun, from cooking,
photography, astronomy,
education, public health, to
media, puppetry, online
marketing tips, technology
among many others.
There are blogs that have
as many readers as top
magazines and newspapers,
for instance Huffington Post,
BoingBoing, Engadget, ProBlogger, Johnchow, etc., are
well-recognised and serve as
a guide for aspiring bloggers.
Top blogs get featured regularly
on The New York Times, Time
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{THE BOOK LOVERS}
thebookloversreview.
blogspot.com
Profession: Media
Recruitment Consultant
Age: 32

THE INDIAN BLOGGING
WAVE
India has a long way to go
before it can catch up with this
trend. The Indian Blogosphere,
still at a nascent stage, has
barely utilised the potential of
blogs, and in the case of India,
this potential is much bigger
than elsewhere considering the
diversity of the country.
There might be a dearth in
the variety of blogs compared
to other countries, but blogging
is not restricted to being a
personal diary any more.
More than 81 million people
log onto the Internet and the
use of the web is growing
at a steady pace, if not
rampant. Booming social
networking sites like Facebook,
Twitter, YouTube are creating
a difference in the way people
connect, sharing interesting
blog links, creating groups,
celebrities trying their hand
at blogging, etc. is facilitating
the growth of this new-age
medium.
Major companies are not
far behind. They operate blogs
to gain more exposure on
the Internet in terms of brand
building, enhancing customer
interaction. PR firms see potential in promoting their clients
through this platform. Publishing houses are turning towards
bloggers with large followers
and offering them book deals

like Arnab Ray or The Great
Bong, who bagged a book deal
from Harper Collins thanks to
his blog's readership. Around
15, 000 copies were sold of his
much-revered book May I Hebb
Your Attention Pliss, written in
the same style as his blog.
Another segment that is
beginning to make its mark
in the country is professional
blogging. According to JuxtConsult, a Delhi-based market
research firm, India Online
2008 report (the last available
data), there would be an estimated 3.2 million blogs. India’s
first professional blogger, Amit
Agarwal, who gets 2.5 million
page views a month on his site
Digital Inspiration, serves as
role models for youngsters to
become full-time bloggers.
It could be called a niche
phenomenon to have hit the
country, but blogging has
made an impact in lives of
many young individuals, from
different walks of life, different interests, but share one
common feeling – to be able
to express their views on
topics close to their heart. But
blogging is also a lot of work.
It takes discipline, dedication
and creativity to keep a blog
updated regularly. Let's enter
their virtual world and see
what gets them blogging...

Don't judge
a book by its
cover but get
an opinion about
it. Enter Priyanka
Chaturvedi from The
Book Lovers blog
that provides honest
reviews on books she's
read and encourages
her readers to do the
same. “I love reading
books and talking
about them. So when
I started to blog, it had
to be about something
I loved and putting up
honest, simply worded
reviews was an instant
appeal. Moreover
there were very few
blogs that would put up
book reviews especially books by Indian writers, so the blog found
instant popularity
with the readers. That
motivated me to get
authors to talk about
their books, find out
book events and share
them on the blog.”
She considers blogging to be the best
decision of her life as
it brought together a
community of book
lovers, which meets
every month to discuss
and talk about books.
“We have in the past
also organised author
interactions for our
book club members,”
she says.

ANKIT SUD

ALI NAVEED

{F1 CHRONICLES}
f1chronicles.com
Profession:
Software Engineer
Age: 22

{CRICKET FEVER}
cricketfever.org
Profession:
Senior Technical Analyst,
IBM India Pvt Ltd.
Age: 27

F1 Chronicles, founded by Ankit Sud is this
F1's lover's way of staying connected with his
favourite sport.” I started blogging in 2005
after reading an article about blogging in
school. At that time, it was the thrill of sharing
my views over the Internet. Blogging was the
only respite I got from hectic college schedules. I
used to post one article a day despite being a fulltime engineering student. Now, I research topics,
interview people from across the globe and forge
new friendships (personal and professional); that's
what keeps me going.” Blogging about F1 in India
has its own set of pros and cons. The pros include
several meaningful perks. “I get invites to severalautomotive events, some people give us free merchandise while others offer free sightseeing tours
of cities where F1 races are being held.” His only
lament, “There are times when F1 teams refuse us
access to their media sections while granting similar
access to UK-based bloggers.”

Magazine and other coveted
publications.
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PRIYANKA
CHATURVEDI
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BLOG typically is
a shortened form
of 'weblog' or a
log of someone's
thoughts on a particular or several
subjects. It can be based on
almost anything, and gives you
the flexibility of being anywhere around the world, yet be
able to connect.
This amazing platform of
communication has opened
up a whole new world of
possibilities for everyone – to
share information, to be heard,
unleash their creative instincts,
to connect, bridge boundaries
and overcome barriers.

BOOKS

THE SUPERSTARS
OF BLOGGING

SPORTS

NETSCAPE//

ANIL PUROHIT
{WINDY SKIES}
windyskies.blogspot.com
Profession: Information
Technology
Age: In his thirties

Anil Purohit, the author of a reputed travel
blog – Windy Skies, has travelled extensively
around the country and has recreated his
experience through his travel stories and
photographs.
“Initially, I blogged so I could record my memories
of my travels, of people I met, my experiences and
impressions. Soon, I started blogging not so much
to relive them but for the need to create a space in
the reader’s consciousness. In some ways, it was
inevitable I’d want to travel more so I could blog
more. The reverse is equally true.” The blog “took
a life of it's own” in Anil's opinion.
Anil's blog and his audio interview has been
featured in BBC – Blogworld and he is also named
the ‘Lonely Planet Featured Blogger’. Blogging
about travel has added to his life, in the sense,
it has added sanity to his state of being. The
travels are now the basis for Anil's forthcoming
book Windows In The Street published by
Yoda Press.

From F1 to the country's favorite sport,
cricket. Ali Naveed, author of Cricket
Fever, does what he likes best and blogging
was a perfect platform. “I feel that crucial
information is not easy to find unless you
know the right way of searching. That was
the motivation for me to blog, providing information,
not easily found elsewhere.”
He generates revenue from his blog that takes
care of his bills and gets him few gizmos too.
“Blogging in India is seeing an upward trend and
people have started to blog on various topics and
issues ranging from social causes, politics, fashion
and sports overall signifying the fact that blogging
is taking off in the right direction today,” concludes
Ali.

SANKARA
SUBRAMANIAN
{BE ON THE ROAD}
beontheroad.com
Profession:
Pre Sales Manager,
Aditi Technologies
Age: 29

Sankara is an ardent traveller who loves
to write and photograph and started
blogging with a hope to render accurate and
unbiased travel information. On the road is
his platform to share his travel escapades
with fellow travellers, “My motivation is to
give something back to the community that fed me
information for my treasured travels and its precious
moments. In simple words, it is payment in kind.”
Blogging has made a phenomenal impact on his life,
one he treasures. He was the official travel blogger
and photographer for Tata Nano Superdrive,
a pan-India road show. In 2010, he was also invited
by Club Mahindra Holidays.”
Sankara is thankful for the experiences that
his blog has exposed him to and expecially for
connecting him to people who share his passion.
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